
Here is a government information broadcast from the year 2035 to the workers of the world! 

 

One of the things about having your day filled with endless zoom meetings and online calls, 

PowerPoints, and video calls, is that it leaves very little time to go to the toilet. Companies 

have spent so long creating detailed timetables of meetings to make sure that workers 

across the world could get work done in meetings without time delays or confusing.  

For this reason, the workers of the world, encouraged by the unrelenting world of work, 

turned to adult diapers. Rather than having to miss important briefings or turning up late to 

calls that took so long to organise, now you could sit at your desk all day without needing to 

leave the desk.  

The world is so much simpler now, you can carry on filling in your spreadsheets while filling 

up your diapers or “Adult work-related sanitary aids”! Of course, it may seem like one 

diaper won’t last for a whole working day! But you’d be wrong! A whole group of specialist 

companies have rushed in to fill the gap marketing the thickest and softest adult diapers, so 

you can work without any worries! 

At first, the business men took some time to get used to these extra working minutes! They 

used to turn off their webcams while they leant forward in their seats and pushed their 

‘toilet-breaks’ into their diapers! All those wasted minutes leaving the workplace to 

procrastinate in toilet cubicles are now put to effective use. All that time is now condensed 

into a few minutes at the end of the day when they remove their diapers and clean 

themselves up!  

Now, everyone has embraced this new addition to their lifestyle! No shy hiding away with 

turned off cameras, worked just simply shift forwards in their seats, let a brief wave of 

relaxation wash over them as they let their thick diapers fill up, and then it’s back to typing. 

Many even realise how this work-time convenience can be extended to their homes and 

social lives too! It’s so simple, “Diapers save you time!”  

“Diapers save you time” 

This message was sponsored by the Department for Workers, and the global corporation of 

Adult Working Diaper Companies 


